This paper describes a method of automatic sense disambiguation for target word selection in Korean to English machine translation. At first, we define the concept of cluster for each sense of given verb according to corresponding target word. And then, we propose a method which selects the sense combination of words as the correct sense that has the greatest number of overlaps between input case slots and the predefined clusters for the given verb.
Introduction
The problem of word sense disambiguation is one which has received increased attention in recent work on natural language processing applications such as machine translation and information retrival. Given an occurrence of a polysemous word in text, it is needed to examine a set of senses in the dictionary and detect the clues for deciding intended sense in the context. Recently, several researches have been experimented with target word selection based on example-based machine translation[1,2,3}. There is no failure of selecting target word because the method is to select most similar one in a thesaurus than exact correspondent. However, the similarity methods based on thesaurus have some problem that it is difficult to make good thesaurus which provides accurate distance measure between words.
In order to solve the imperfection problems of disambiguation methods based on similarity, some researches using the exact matching with collocation extracted from bilingual corpus were experimented by [4, 5] . But, these methods have a drawback that they can not select a target word when input sentences have nouns which were not included in collocation list because they need exact matching of collocation. And it is not clear how large the bilingual corpus would have to be become authoritative for disambiguation as an application independent collocation.
The well-known attempts to utilize information in MRD(Machine Readable Dictionaries) for lexical disambiguation are that of [6, 7, 8] which select the correct sense of a word by counting the overlaps between a dictionary sense definition and the definition of the nearby in the phrase. The sense of a word with greatest number of overlaps with senses of other words in the sentence is chosen as the correct one. These methods based on a small number of overlap between sense definitions is weak as a clue for disambiguation. As a result, these methods could not have certainty about disambiguation, because the relation is wholly dependent on word usage in the sense definition of a particular dictionary. Another variations of this idea are based on co-occurrence statistics, which is meant the preference two words appear together in the same context [9, 10, 11] . But, their method has same problems of MRD approaches.
Our method is based on the idea that it selects the sense combinations of words as the correct sense with the greatest number of overlaps between input case slots and the predefined clusters which are grouped according to corresponding target word.
Target Word Selection for Polysemy
The verb "2• -r-f" is a typical Korean polysemy. This verb has about ten sub-entries in a Amun Kak Korean dictionary and has twenty one translatable English verbs such as "write", "spend", "wear" and "adopt" in a Sisa Korean-English dictionary. Moreover, nouns of case slots which affect for selecting exact sense for the given verb have several senses. Therefore it is not easy to analyze the exact meaning and select the target word from sentences including ambiguous words.
When a given verb has a specific sense, words group of some case slots which occur with the verb may be thought of as a clue for disambiguating senses. We define the concept of cluster as a group of words which co-occur with a specific sense of given verb. Assume that we know of four senses of the verb ri-" and the nouns of case slots OBJ for each sense of the verb.
wear-{ al 4/hat, (11..7J /spectacles, 71-) adopt={ tt /method, T V/ means,... } write={ ± /story, 4 I / essay, book,... } spend={ ..11time,-E/money, u1 /expense,... } Our method decides the correct target word by calculating the similarity between nouns of input sentence and nouns of predefined cluster for a specific sense of given verb. The similarity is based on overlap counts between definition of input nouns and common definition of predefined cluster. We assumed that the words within the cluster are similar each other and have the common features in the definitions of each words. Therefore, if the overlap counts between the sense definition of input noun (OBJ) and the definition of "wear"/OBJ cluster are greater than of "write"/OBJ, spend/OBJ and adopt/OBJ cluster, we can expect the sense of a given verb "-'.5-r-4-" to "wear". Moreover, the another case slots " 011" (wear/on, write/for, write/on) or ".." (write/with, write/in) will provide an additional clue for disambiguating them in addition to OBJ case slot. This is similar to MRD-based attempts in the view of counting the overlap. However, there are distinct differences that we consider the overlap between the definition of input case slots and the predefined definition of the clustering which were grouped by the difference of correspondent target words rather than the definitions of the nearby in the phrase.
Clustering and Normalization
If a word has several senses, then the word is associated with several different set of co-occurring words, each of which corresponds to one of the senses of the words. In general situation, polysemous verb co-occurs with a large groups of nouns and one has to divide the group of nouns into a set of subgroups each of which correctly characterized the context for a specific sense of the polysemous word.
If we can determine which words co-occur with each word sense for a given verb, we can use these words for disambiguating the word in a given sentence. A cluster is defined as a group of nouns in each case slots of a given verb which are divided by corre-sponding English verbs and case slots. We used the four clues in order to divide the words group into the clusters for the given verb.
[ The decision on corresponding target words is based on the usages of a given verb in Sisa Korean English dictionary and the results are reviewed by the Compton's Interactive Encyclopedia and a English native speaker.
For normalization of nouns in the cluster, we considered the features of nouns as the sense definition of the noun in the Gemong Korean encyclopedia. All the common function words such as case marker, determiner, numeral and conjunction should be removed in the definition. Function words tend to appear very often in the sense definitions for syntactic and style reasons rather than pure semantics. The words in definition are stemmed in order to match the derived or inflected form of same word together.
The normalization of nouns in the cluster is to extract a set of words that were occurred frequently in the definions of the each nouns in the cluster. The normalization process is divided into three sub-processes:
1. Union the definitions of nouns in cluster 2. Sort the definition words in cluster by relatedness 3. Extract the words group over a specific threshold
The relatedness represents the degree of importance of each words in the definition words of entry word. We used the following function which is assymmetric, so that relatedness(x,y) may not be equal to relatedness(y,x).
relatedness(x,y) = occur(x,y)/length(x)
We denote by occur(x,y) the occurrence of word y in a definition of entry word x and length(x) the total number of definition words in definition of entry word x. This relatedness function is different to the one used by [11] . We choose the some threshold values for the normalization of each clusters in our experiments. Followings are normalization results of "wear" cluster (verb "2:-. 4") for object case slot. This is a normalization result of 32 nouns in "wear/obj" cluster by the threshold 50. 
Scoring Mechanism
We introduce the scoring mechanism for selecting target word. We define it based on the overlap counts between predefined cluster and input case slot. The scoring method finds nouns in case slots of input sentence and extracts the possible senses definitions of each nouns. The program generates the sense combinations by going through the sense definitions for noun in each case slot one by one. The scoring for these sense combinations is given by taking the defintions between input nouns and cluster of the each case slot and counting the overlap of definition words between them. For each combination, the total score is the sum of all the overlaps. This means that the program counts the overlap for the number of case slots which affect the deciding of corresponding target word in input sentence and sum them together. In the score, IC; means jth definition of input noun in case slot , CC; means cluster defintion of case slot; for a given verb and n means number of case slots which affect to disambiguation. Our scoring method is different to that of [6, 7, 8] . Lesk[6] simply counted overlaps by comparing each sense definition of a word with all the sense definition of the other words. Guthrie [7] use a similar method except that they put subject code as a single word in the definition list. Demertriou's scoring method [8] counts the sum of all the overlaps pairwise for each sense combination. So if the sentence has n ambiguous words, the program counts the overlap for all n!/(2!(n-2)!) pair combinations and add them together. Our method counts overlaps by comparing the definition of input case slots with predefined definitions of cluster for a given verb. This means that our method counts the overlap for the number of only predefined clusters in input sentence.
Experiments and Conclusions
To prove the effectiveness of our new mechanism, we extracted a number of sentences containing 5 Korean transitive verbs extracted from words of description in the newspaper Dong Ah. First, we considered the only object case slot with the given verb for selsecting target verb. The translation results are compared with human expert's intuition. In Table 1 , results of experiments are shown. In the case of verb %')--)-r4-", 54 of the 77 sentences were assigned sense correctly, giving a success rate of 70% and average overlap counts of 16 for the high score under the threshold 120. Of the 23 failures, 14 cases were used with case slots such as "(4", "s" in the input sentences in addition to object case slot. Second, we did experiment on overlap with these case slots and sum them with the result of first experiment.
Of the 14 cases, 10 were assigned correct senses, giving an overall success rate of 83%. This indicates that "°Il" and "f.." case slots are also clues for disambiguating in addition to object case slot. Although accuracy of the experiment results is 83%, our method confirms the potential contribution of the use of dictionary definition to the problem of lexical sense disambiguation for the Korean to English machine translation.
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